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We consider a general class of degenerate ellipticparabolic problems associated
with the equation b(v)t=div a(v, Dv)+f. Using Kruzhkov’s method of doubling
variables both in space and time we prove uniqueness and a comparison principle
in L1 for renormalized solutions.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let 0 be a bounded domain in RN with Lipschitz boundary if N2,
T>0. Consider the quasi-linear ellipticparabolic problem
b(v)t=div a(v, Dv)+f on Q=]0, T[_0
(EP)(v0 , f ) {v=0 on 7=]0, T[_0,b(v)(0, } )=b(v0) on 0
where
(H1) b: R  R is a continuous, non-decreasing function, satisfying
the normalization condition b(0)=0;
(H2) a: R_RN  RN is a continuous vector field satisfying, for some
1<p<, the growth condition
|a(k, !)|C( |k| )(1+|!| p&1) for all (k, !) # R_RN (1)
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with C : R+  R+ nondecreasing;
(H3) f # L1(Q) and v0 : 0  R is measurable with u0=b(v0) # L1(0).
Uniqueness of weak solutions of (EP) is known only under restrictive
additional assumptions, in particular the assumption of Ho lder continuity
of the vector field a in the first variable (cf. [1, 19]; see also [4]). In this
paper we prove uniqueness and a comparison result for weak solutions
and, more generally, renormalized solutions of (EP) under the assumptions
(H1)(H3) and some general additional condition on a satisfied by a large
class of vector fields, in particular fields containing a merely continuous
convection term (see condition (8) in Section 2). As usual, a weak solution
of (EP) is a function v # L p(0, T; W 1, p0 (0)) with b(v) # L
1(Q), a(v, Dv) #
(L p$(Q))N, satisfying
|
Q
‘t b(v)+‘ f+|
0
‘(0, } ) b(v0)=|
Q
a(v, Dv) } D‘ (2)
for all ‘ # D([0, T[_0). Existence of weak solutions requires additional
regularity of the data u0 and f (as u0=b(v0) with B(v0)=v00 r db(r) #
L1(0), f # L p$(0, T ; W&1, p$(0)); see, e.g., [1, 4]). In order to be able to
solve (EP) for general L1-data one needs a more general notion of solution.
In this paper we will use the notion of renormalized solution.
As usual, for k>0, we denote by Tk the truncation function defined by
k if v>k
Tk(v)={v if |v|k.&k if v<&k
Definition 1.1. A renormalized solution of (EP)(v0 , f ) is a measurable
function v: Q  R satisfying
(i) b(v) # L1(Q);
(ii) Tk(v) # L p(0, T ; W 1, p0 (0)) for any k>0;
(iii) for all h # C 1c(R), ‘ # D([0, T[_0),
|
Q
‘t |
v
v0
h(r) db(r)+‘ fh(v)=|
Q
a(v, Dv) } D(h(v)‘) (3)
and, moreover,
|
Q & [n|v|n+1]
(a(v, Dv)&a(v, 0)) } Dv  0 as n  . (4)
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Remark 1.2. (i) Note that in (3) and (4) each term is well-defined.
Indeed, the first member of (3) is well-defined as |vv0 h(r) db(r)|&h&_
|b(v)&b(v0)| and b(v) # L1(Q), b(v0) # L1(0). The term on the right-hand
side of (3) has to be understood as
|
Q & [ |v|<k]
a(v, DTk(v)) } D(h(Tk(v))‘) (5)
for k>0 such that supp h/[&k, k]. Indeed, if supp h/[&k, k], then
h(v)=h(Tk(v)) and h(v)=0 a.e. on [ |v|k]. Since Tk(v) # L p(0, T; W 1, p0 (0)),
it is the same for h(v)‘, and D(h(v)‘)=0 a.e. on [ |v|k]; due to the
growth condition (1), a(v, DTk(v)) /[ |v|<k] is in L p$(Q)N such that the
integral (5) is well-defined. Finally, note that DTk(v)=DT l (v) a.e. on
[ |v|<k 7 l], hence the integral (5) is independent of the choice of k satis-
fying supp h/[&k, k]. Similarly, the integral in (4) has to be understood
as
|
Q & [n<|v|<n+1]
a(v, DTn+1(v))&a(v, 0)) } DTn+1(v), (6)
which is meaningful by the assumptions on a and v. Throughout the paper
we use the integral in (3) and (4) only as a notation for the corresponding
integral (5) and (6) while we could make more precise the notation Dv
(cf. [3]).
(ii) Note that if v is a renormalized solution, then Bh(v) :=
v0 h(r) db(r) # L
1(Q), Bh(v)t # L p$(0, T ; W&1, p$(0))+L1(Q) and Bh(v)(0, } )
=v00 h(r) db(r) in D$(0).
(iii) By approximation, (3) holds for any h # W1, (R) with compact
support and all ‘ # L p(0, T ; W1, p0 (0)) & L
(Q) with ‘t # L(Q), ‘(T, } )=0.
The notion of renormalized solution is an extension of the notion of
weak solution:
Proposition 1.3. (i) A weak solution of (EP) is a renormalized solu-
tion. More precisely, let v # L p(0, T, W 1, p0 (0)) with b(v) # L
1(Q) and
a(v, Dv) # L p$(Q)N. Then v is a weak solution of (EP) if and only if v is a
renormalized solution of (EP).
(ii) Let v # L(Q). Then v is a weak solution of (EP) if and only if v
is a renormalized solution.
The proof of this result is based on the following ‘‘integration-by-parts’’-
formula:
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Lemma 1.4. Let b: R  R be continuous and non-decreasing with b(0)=0,
v # Lp(0, T ; W 1, p0 (0)) with b(v) # L
1(Q), b(v)t # L p$(0, T; W&1, p$(0))
+L1(Q), and b(v)(0, } )=b(v0), where v0 : 0  R is measurable with b(v0)
# L1(0). Then
&|
T
0
(b(v)t , h(v)!) dt=|
Q
!t |
v
v0
h(r) db(r) dx dt (7)
for any pair h # W1, (R), ! # W1, (Q) with !(T )=0 and h(v)! #
L p(0, T ; W 1, p0 (0)). (( } , } ) being the duality pairing between W
&1, p$(0)+
L1(0) and W 1, p0 (0) & L
(0)).
This version may be proved in essentially the same way as the classical
‘‘integration-by-parts’’ formula of [1], respectively, the generalizations
considered in [11, 19]. For the sake of completeness a proof is given in the
Appendix, where the reader may also find a proof of Proposition 1.3.
Remark 1.5. The notion of renormalized solution or similar notions
have been introduced in the past decade for different problems and various
existence and uniqueness results have been obtained (see, for instance,
[3, 7, 8, 14, 18, 20]). In this paper, we are not concerned with existence
of renormalized solutions of (EP) (see [22] for this problem). In [4],
existence of mild solutions of (EP) in the sense of nonlinear semigroup
theory has been shown under the additional assumption that a is mono-
tone in ! # RN and satisfies a coerciveness condition,
(a(r, !)&a(r, 0)) } !+C(b(r))c(b(r)) |!| p,
for some continuous functions c, C: R  ]0, [. Under some additional
assumptions, one can prove that mild solutions are weak or, more generally,
renormalized solutions (cf. [22]; see also [5]).
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we state and comment on
the main result, the uniqueness theorem for the initial boundary value
problem (EP). Section 3 is devoted to the proof of this theorem. In Section
4 we discuss possible extensions. The proofs of Proposition 1.3 and Lemma
1.4 are given in the Appendix.
2. THE MAIN RESULT
In order to prove uniqueness of renormalized solutions of (EP) we
assume that a satisfies the additional condition
(a(r, !)&a(s, ’)) } (!&’)+C(r, s)(1+|!| p+|’| p) |r&s|
1(r, s) } !+1 (r, s) } ’ (8)
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for all r, s # R, !, ’ # RN, where C: R_R  R+, 1, 1 : R_R  RN are
continuous.
Remark 2.1. (i) Inequality (8) implies 1(r, r)=1 (r, r)=0 for all r # R.
Indeed, choosing r=s, ’=0, !=t&, t>0, & # RN in (8), we get t(a(r, t&)&
a(r, 0)) } &t 1(r, r) } &. Dividing by t and passing with t  0, we find
01(r, r) } & for all & # RN, hence 1(r, r)=0. Using the same arguments we
obtain the corresponding result for 1 .
(ii) Inequality (8) implies that a is monotone in ! # RN. This follows
immediately from the preceding remark.
Remark 2.2. Note that, if a(r, !) satisfies (8), then, for any F: R  RN,
the same is true for a(r, !)+F(r), 1, 1 being replaced by 1(r, s)+F(r)&
F(s), 1 (r, s)+F(s)&F(r), respectively. In particular, let a0 : R_RN  RN
satisfy AltLuckhaus-type assumptions (cf. [1])
(a0(r, !)&a0(r, ’)) } (!&’)c0( |r| ) |!&’| p
|a0(r, !)&a0(s, !)|C0( |r|+|s| )(1+|!| p&1) |r&s|1p$
|a0(r, !)|M0(1+|!| p&1),
where c0 : R+  ]0, [ is non-increasing, C0 : R+  R+ is non-decreasing,
and M0>0. Then, for any F: R  RN continuous, a(r, !)=a0(r, !)+F(r)
satisfies (1) and (8): this is clear for (1); as to (8), using the remark above,
it is sufficient to note that, by Young’s inequality,
(a0(r, !)&a0(s, ’)) } (!&’)
c0( |r| ) |!&’| p&C0( |r|+|s| )(1+|’| p&1) |r&s|1p$ |!&’|
(c0( |r| )&=) |!&’| p&C=(r, s)(1+|’| p) |r&s|
&C=(r, s)(1+|’| p) |r&s|
for =>0 sufficiently small, for some continuous function C= : R2  R+.
Let us now state our main result. As usual, sign+ denotes the multi-
valued function defined by sign+(r)=0 if r<0, sign+(0)=[0, 1], sign+(r)
=1 if r>0 and we denote by sign+0 its single-valued section which takes
the value 0 in r=0.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that (H1)(H2) and the additional condition
(8) hold. For i=1, 2, let v0i : 0  R be measurable with b(v0i) # L1(0),
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fi # L1(Q). Let v i be a renormalized solution of (EP)(v0i , f i), i=1, 2. Then
there exists } # sign+(v1&v2) such that, for a.e. 0<t<T,
|
0
(b(v1)(t)&b(v2)(t))+|
0
(b(v01)&b(v02))++|
t
0
|
0
}( f1&f2). (9)
In particular, for any v0 : Q  R measurable with b(v0) # L1(0), f # L1(Q),
there is uniqueness of u=b(v) for v renormalized solution of (EP)(v0 , f ).
Remark 2.4. By Theorem 2.3 we also have uniqueness of renormalized
solutions of the corresponding stationary problem
(E)( f ) {b(v)&div a(v, Dv)=fv=0
on 0
on 0,
where, for f # L1(0), a renormalized solution of (E)( f ) is a measurable
function v: 0  R with b(v) # L1(0), Tk(v) # W 1, p0 (0) for all k>0 satisfying
|
0
b(v) h(v),+a(v, Dv) } D(h(v),)=|
0
fh(v),
for all h # C 1c(R), , # D(0). Indeed, using the fact that if v is a renormalized
solution of (E)( f ), then v~ (t)#v is a renormalized solution of (EP)(v~ 0 , f )
with v~ 0=v, f (t)#f &b(v), the corresponding comparison and uniqueness
result for the stationary problem is an immediate consequence of
Theorem 2.3.
Remark 2.5. In general there is no uniqueness of the renormalized
solution v itself. Trivially v is unique if b is strictly monotone. There is also
uniqueness of v if, for example, a satisfies the AltLuckhaus assumptions
and b(r)=b(s) O a(r, !)=a(s, !) for all r, s # R, ! # RN.
Remark 2.6. The result of Theorem 2.3 extends former results on
uniqueness of weak, respectively, renormalized solutions contained in the
literature. In [1] (cf. also, e.g., [7, 19, 21]) uniqueness results have only
been obtained under the assumption of Lipschitz or Ho lder continuity of
a in the first variable. In a series of papers (cf. [911]) the first author has
developed a method based on Kruzhkov’s technique of doubling variables
and proved uniqueness of weak solutions for semilinear diffusionconvec-
tion problems with continuous or discontinuous convection. His method
has been adapted by other authors (cf., e.g., [15, 16]) to prove uniqueness
results for elliptic-parabolic problems in some particular cases. The proof
of our uniqueness theorem is also based on this method which is fully
developed in [11].
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM
A first step in the proof is
Lemma 3.1. Let v be a renormalized solution of (EP)(v0 , f ). Then
|
Q
‘t sign+0 (v&k) |
v
k
h(r) db(r)+|
0
‘(0, } ) sign+0 (v0&k) |
v0
k
h(r) db(r)
+|
Q
sign+0 (v&k) ‘ fh(v)
|
Q
sign+0 (v&k)[(h(v) a(v, Dv)&h(k) a(k, 0))
} D‘+‘h$(v) a(v, Dv) } Dv], (10)
and
|
Q
‘t sign+0 (&k&v) |
v
&k
h(r) db(r)+|
0
‘(0, } ) sign+0 (&k&v0) |
v0
&k
h(r) db(r)
+|
Q
sign+0 (&k&v) ‘ fh(v)
|
Q
sign+0 (&k&v)[(h(v) a(v, Dv)&h(&k) a(&k, 0))
} D‘+‘h$(v) a(v, Dv) } Dv], (11)
for any h # C 1c(R), h0, and any pair (k, ‘) satisfying
(k # R, ‘ # D([0, T[_0), ‘0) or (k # R+, ‘ # D([0, T[_RN, ‘0).
(12)
Proof. Note that if v is a renormalized solution of (EP)(v0 , f ), then &v
is a renormalized solution of the ellipticparabolic problem associated with
the equation b (w)t=div a~ (w, Dw)+f where b (r)=&b(&r), a~ (r, !)=
&a(&r, &!), f =&f and initial data v~ 0=&v0 . Therefore (10) implies (11)
and we only give the proof of (10). Let h # C 1c(R), h0. For =>0 let
H= # W1, (R) be defined by H=(r)=H(r=) where H # W 1, (R) with
H(r)=0 for r0, H(r)=r for 0<r<1, H(r)=1 if r1. Note that, for
=>0, for any pair (k, ‘) satisfying (12), H=(v&k)‘ # L p(0, T ; W 1, p0 (0)) &
L(Q). As v is a renormalized solution, Bh(v)=v0 h(r) db(r) (#Bh(Tl (v))
for l sufficiently large) is in L1(Q), Bh(v)t # L p$(0, T ; W&1, p$(0))+L1(Q)
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and Bh(v)(0, } )=v00 h(r) db(r) in W
&1, p$(0)+L1(0). Applying Lemma 1.4
with b(r)=Bh(r)=r0 h(s) db(s), we find
&|
Q
fh(v) H=(v&k)‘+|
Q
a(v, Dv) } D[h(v) H=(v&k)‘]
=&|
T
0
(Bh(v)t , H=(v&k)‘) dt
=|
Q
‘t |
v
v0
H=(r&k) dBh(r)
=|
Q
‘t |
v
v0
H=(r&k) h(r) db(r).
Passing to the limit with =  0 on the right-hand side yields Q ‘t_
vv0 sign
+
0 (r&k) h(r) db(r) = Q ‘t sign
+
0 (v&k) 
v
k h(r) db(r) + 0 ‘(0, } )_
sign+0 (v0&k) 
v0
k h(r) db(r). Moreover, lim=  0 Q fh(v) H=(v&k)‘=
Q sign+0 (v&k) fh(v)‘. As to the second integral we have
|
Q
a(v, Dv) } D[h(v) H=(v&k)‘]
=|
Q
H=(v&k)(h(v) a(v, Dv) } D‘+‘h$(v) a(v, Dv) } Dv)
+
1
= |Q & [0<v&k<=] ‘h(v) a(v, Dv) } Dv=: I1+I2 .
It is clear that lim=  0 I1= sign+0 (v&k)(h(v) a(v, Dv) } D‘+‘h$(v) a(v, Dv)
} Dv). Moreover, by monotonicity of a,
I2
1
= |[0<v&k<=] ‘h(v) a(v, 0) } Dv=: I$2 .
As (k, ‘) satisfies (12), by the divergence theorem, we have
0=|
Q
div \‘ |
inf((v&k)+=, 1)
0
h(=r+k) a(=r+k, 0)+
=I$2+|
Q
|
inf((v&k)+=, 1)
0
h(=r+k) a(=r+k, 0) } D‘
and thus lim inf=  0 I2&Q sign+0 (v&k) h(k) a(k, 0) } D‘. Combining the
preceding estimates we obtain the result. K
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Using the preceding lemma we first prove the following local ‘‘renor-
malized Kato inequality’’:
Proposition 3.2. For i=1, 2, let v0i : 0  R be measurable with b(v0i ) #
L1(0), f i # L1(Q), vi be a renormalized solution of (EP)(v0i , f i ). Then there
exists } # sign+(v1&v2) such that, for a.e. 0<t<T,
&|
Q & [v1>v2 ]
‘t |
v1
v2
h(r) db(r)&|
0 & [v01>v02 ]
‘(0, } ) |
v01
v02
h(r) db(r)
+|
Q & [v1>v2 ]
(h(v1) a(v1 , Dv1)&h(v2) a(v2 , Dv2)) } D‘
+|
Q & [v1>v2 ]
‘(h$(v1) a(v1 , Dv1) } Dv1&h$(v2) a(v2 , Dv2) } Dv2)
|
Q
‘}(h(v1) f1&h(v2) f2) (13)
for any nonnegative h # C 1c(R) and all nonnegative ‘ # D([0, T[_0).
Proof. We choose two different pairs of variables (t, x), (s, y) and
consider v1 , f1 as functions in (s, y), v2 , f2 in (t, x). Let ‘ # D([0, T[_0),
‘0, \n a classical sequence of mollifiers in RN and *l a sequence of
mollifiers in R with supp *l /]&2l, 0[. Define
‘l, n(t, x, s, y)=‘(t, x) \n(x& y) * l (t&s).
Note that for l, n sufficiently large,
(s, y) [ ‘l, n(t, x, s, y) # D([0, T[_0) \(t, x) # Q (14)
(t, x) [ ‘ l, n(t, x, s, y) # D([0, T[_0) \(s, y) # Q. (15)
Let h # C 1c(R), h0, H= # W
1, (R) defined as above. As v1 , v2 are renor-
malized solutions, according to (3), for a.e. (t, x) # Q,
|
Q
(‘l, n)s |
v1
v01
h(r) H=(r&v2(t, x)) db(r)+‘ l, n f1h(v1) H=(v1&v2(t, x)) dy ds
=|
Q
a(v1 , Dyv1) } Dy(h(v1) H=(v1&v2(t, x)) ‘l, n dy ds
and, for a.e. (s, y) # Q,
|
Q
(‘l, n)t |
v2
v02
h(r) H=(v1(s, y)&r) db(r)+‘l, n f2h(v2) H=(v1(s, y)&r) dx dt
=|
Q
a(v2 , Dxv2) } Dx(h(v2) H=(v1(s, y)&v2) ‘l, n dx dt.
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Integrating both equations in (t, x), respectively, (s, y) over Q and taking
their difference yields
|
Q_Q _(‘ l, n)s |
v1
v01
h(r) H=(r&v2) db(r)&(‘l, n)t |
v2
v02
h(r) H=(v1&r) db(r)&
+|
Q_Q
‘l, n H=(v1&v2)(h(v1) f1&h(v2) f2)
=|
Q_Q
(h(v1) a(v1 , Dv1)&h(v2) a(v2 , Dv2)) } Dx+y(‘l, nH=(v1&v2))
+|
Q_Q
(h$(v1) a(v1 , Dv1) } Dy v1&h$(v2) a(v2 , Dv2) } Dxv2)
_H=(v1&v2) ‘ l, n . (16)
Denote the two integrals on the left by I1 , I2 , the two integrals on the right
by I3 , I4 . In I4 , passing to the limit successively with =  0, l   and
n   yields
lim
=, l, n
I4=|
Q & [v1>v2 ]
‘(h$(v1) a(v1 , Dv1) } Dv1&h$(v2) a(v2 , Dv2) } Dv2). (17)
As to I2 , recall that, for any w, g # L1(Q), Q :ginf*>0 1* Q [(w+*g)+
&w+]=[w>0] g+[w=0] g+ for all : # sign+(w). Therefore
lim
=  0
I2=|
Q_Q
‘l, n sign+0 (v1&v2)(h(v1) f1&h(v2) f2)
1* |
Q_Q
‘l, n [(v1&v2+*(h(v1) f1&h(v2) f2))+&(v1&v2)+]
for all *>0, hence lim sup=, l, n I2(1*) Q ‘[(v1&v2+*(h(v1) f1&
h(v2) f2))+&(v1&v2)+] for all *>0. Consequently, we find
lim sup
=, l, n
I2|
Q
‘}h(h(v1) f1&h(v2) f2)
|
Q
‘}(h(v1) f1&h(v2) f2) (18)
with }h=/[v1>v2 ]+sign
+
0 (h(v1) f1&h(v2) f2) /[v1=v2] and }=/[v1>v2]+
sign+0 ( f1& f2) /[v1=v2] . As to I1 , recall that supp *l /[&2l, 0], hence
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lim
=  0
I1=|
(Q_Q) & [v1>v2 ] _(‘l, n)s |
v1
v2
h(r) db(r)+(‘ l, n)t |
v1
v2
h(r) db(r)&
+|
Q_[0]_0
‘l, n(t, x, 0, y) sign+0 (v01&v2) |
v01
v2
h(r) db(r)
+|
[0]_0_Q
‘l, n(0, x, s, y) sign+0 (v1&v02 ) |
v1
v02
h(r) db(r)
=|
(Q_Q) & [v1>v2 ]
* l \n‘t(t, x) |
v1
v2
h(r) db(r)
+|
[0]_0_Q
‘(0, x) *l (&s) \n(x& y) sign+0 (v1&v02 ) |
v1
v02
h(r) db(r)
=I1, 1+I1, 2 .
We have
lim
=  0, l, n  
I1, 1=|
Q & [v1>v2]
‘t |
v1
v2
h(r) db(r). (19)
Consider the function
,l, n(x, s, y)=|
T
s
* l (&r) dr \n(x& y) ‘(0, x)
=|
2l
inf(s, 2l )
*l (&r) dr \n(x& y) ‘(0, x).
Note that, for n sufficiently large, ,l, n(x, } ) # D([0, T[_0), for any x # 0.
Applying Lemma 3.1 with v=v1 , ‘=,l, n(x, } ) and k=v02 , we find
I1, 2=&|
0_[0, 2l]_0
(,l, n)s sign+0 (v1&v02 ) |
v1
v02
h(r) db(r)
|
0_[0]_0
,l, n(x, 0, y) sign+0 (v01&v02 ) |
v01
v02
h(r) db(r)
+|
0_[0, 2l]_0
sign+0 (v1&v02 )[h(v1) f1, l, n&(h(v1) a(v1 , Dv1)
&h(v02 ) a(v02 , 0)) } Dy,l, n&h$(v1) a(v1 , Dv1) } Dv1, l, n].
It is clear that the second integral on the right converges to 0 as l  .
Moreover, ,l, n(x, 0, y)=T0 * l (&r) dr \n(x&y) ‘(0, x)=\n(x& y) ‘(0, x),
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and hence the first integral on the right converges to 0 ‘(0, x)_
sign+0 (v01&v02) 
v01v02
h(r) db(r) as n  . As a consequence,
lim sup
=, l, n
I1, 2|
0
‘(0, x) sign+0 (v01&v02 ) |
v01
v02
h(r) db(r). (20)
It remains to consider I3 . We have
I3=|
Q_Q
*l \nH=(v1&v2)(h(v1) a(v1 , Dv1)&h(v2) a(v2 , Dv2)) } Dx‘(t, x)
+
1
= |[0<v1&v2<=] ‘l, n(h(v1) a(v1 , Dv1)&h(v2) a(v2 , Dv2)) } (Dyv1&Dxv2)
=I3, 1+I3, 2 .
Obviously
lim
=  0, l, n  
I3, 1=|
Q & [v1>v2]
(h(v1) a(v1 , Dv1)&h(v2) a(v2 , Dv2)) } D‘(t, x).
(21)
In view of (16)(21) it is now sufficient to show that lim inf=  0, l, n   I3, 2
0. To this end note that
I3, 2=
1
= |(Q_Q) & [0<v1&v2<=] ‘l, n(h(v1)&h(v2)) a(v1 , Dv1) } (Dv1&Dv2)
+
1
= |(Q_Q) & [0<v1&v2<=] ‘ l, nh(v2)(a(v1 , Dv1)&a(v2 , Dv2))
} (Dv1&Dv2),
where both integrals on the right are well-defined: indeed, as v1 , v2 are
=-close on the integration set, cutting of one of these two functions implies
truncation of the other.
In the following, let K>0 be such that supp h/(&K, K). Then, for =
sufficiently small,
1
= |(Q_Q) & [0<v1&v2<=] |‘l, n(h(v1)&h(v2)) a(v1 , Dv1) } (Dv1&Dv2)|
|
(Q_Q) & [0<v1&v2<=]
‘l, n LhC(K)
_(1+|DTK (v1)| p&1)( |DTK (v1)|+|DTK (v2)| ),
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where Lh=sup h$. Note that, for fixed l, n, the integrand of the last integral
belongs to L1(Q_Q) and thus the integral converges to 0 as =  0. As to
the remaining part, due to assumption (8), we have
1
= |(Q_Q) & [0<v1&v2<=] ‘l, nh(v2)(a(v1 , Dv1)&a(v2 , Dv2)) } (Dv1&Dv2)
&
1
= |[0<v1&v2<=] ‘l, nh(v2) C(TK (v1), TK (v2))
_(1+|DTK (v1)| p+|DTK (v2)| p) |v1&v2 |
+
1
= |[0<v1&v2<=] ‘l, nh(v2) 1(TK (v1), TK (v2)) } DTK (v1)
+
1
= |[0<v1&v2<=] ‘l, nh(v2) 1 (TK (v1), TK (v2)) } DTK (v2)
=J1+J2+J3 .
Using the same arguments as above we obtain lim=  0 J1=0. Moreover,
according to the divergence theorem, we have
J2=&|
Q_Q
h(v2)
_|
inf(((TK (v1 (s, y))&TK (v2 )))
+)=, 1)
0
1(=r+TK (v2), TK (v2)) dr Dy‘l, n
and
J3=|
Q_Q
h(v1) |
inf(((TK (v1 )&TK(v2)(t, x))
+)=, 1)
0
1 (TK (v1), TK (v1)&=r) dr Dx‘l, n .
Due to the continuity of 1, 1 , it follows that
lim inf
=  0
I3, 2|
[0<v1&v2<=]
1 (TK (v1), TK (v1)) } Dx‘ l, n
&1(TK (v2), TK (v2)) } Dy‘l, n=0
as 1(r, r)=1 (r, r)=0 for all r # R and the assertion follows. K
Now we are in the position to give the
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The main step in the proof is to show that the
local estimate of Proposition 3.2 holds globally, i.e., (13) still holds for
‘ # D([0, T[_RN ). Indeed, assuming this for the moment, let v1 , v2 be
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renormalized solutions of (EP)(v01 , f1), (EP)(v02 , f2), respectively. Choos-
ing ‘=:1 with : # D([0, T[) in (13) yields
&|
Q
:t _sign+0 (v1&v2) |
v1
v2
h(r) db(r)&sign+0 (v01&v02 ) |
v01
v02
h(r) db(r)&
+|
[v1>v2]
:(h$(v1) a(v1 , Dv1) } Dv1&h$(v2) a(v2 , Dv2)) } Dv2)
|
Q
:}(h(v1) f1&h(v2) f2) (22)
for any h # W1, (R) with compact support, for some } # sign+(v1&v2).
Let h=hn # W 1, (R) be defined by hn(r)=inf((n+1&|r| )+, 1) and pass
to the limit in the inequality with n  . As to the second integral, we
have
|
[v1>v2]
:(h$(v1) a(v1 , Dv1) } Dv1&h$(v2) a(v2 , Dv2)) } Dv2)
=|
[v1>v2 ]
:h$(v1)(a(v1 , Dv1)&a(v1 , 0)) } Dv1
&|
[v1>v2 ]
:h$(v2)(a(v2 , Dv2)&a(v2 , 0)) } Dv2
+|
[v1>v2 ]
:(h$(v1) a(v1 , 0) } Dv1+h$(v2) a(v2 , 0) } Dv2).
As v1 , v2 are renormalized solutions, according to (4), the first two
integrals on the right tend to 0 as n  . Moreover, by the divergence
theorem,
|
[v1>v2 ]
:(h$(v1) a(v1 , 0) } Dv1+h$(v2) a(v2 , 0) } Dv2)
=|
Q
: div \|
v1
inf(v1 , v2 )
h$(r) a(r, 0) dr+=0;
hence, in (22), the second integral converges to 0 as h=hn  1. Conse-
quently, in the limit, we obtain
&|
Q
:t[(b(v1)&b(v2))+&(b(v01 )&b(v02 ))
+]|
Q
:}( f1&f2)
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for all : # D([0, T[) and the proof is complete. Let us now prove that (13)
holds for any ‘ # D([0, T[_RN ). Using a partition of unity subordinate to
a covering of 0 by balls Bi , i=0, ..., n satisfying B0 & 0=< and, for
i{0, Bi //B$i with B$i & 0 is part of the graph of a Lipschitz function, we
may assume that supp ‘/B=Bi for some i{0. Again we choose two pairs
of variables (s, y), (t, x), consider v1 , f1 as functions in (s, y), v2 , f2 in
(t, x) and choose *l mollifiers in R with supp *l / # ]&2l, 0[. As B & 0
is part of the graph of a Lipschitz function, it is easy to see that there exists
a sequence of mollifiers \n in RN such that x [ \n(x&y) # D(0) for all
y # B, _n(x)=0 \n(x&y) dy is an increasing sequence for all x # B and
_n(x)=1 for any x # B with d(x, RN "0)>cn (with c=C(i ) depending on
B=Bi). Define
‘l, n(t, x, s, y)=‘(t, x) \n(x& y) *l (t&s).
Note that, for l, n sufficiently large,
(s, y) [ ‘l, n(t, x, s, y) # D(]0, T[_0 for all (t, x) # Q,
(t, x) [ ‘l, n(t, x, s, y) # D([0, T[_0 for all (s, y) # Q,
and the function
‘ n=|
Q
‘l, n(t, x, s, y) dy ds
=‘(t, x) |
0
\n(x&y) dy |
T
0
* l (t&s) ds=‘_n (23)
satisfies
‘ n # D([0, T[_0), 0‘ m‘ n‘ for any mn. (24)
Applying Lemma 3.1 with v=v1 , k=0, ‘=‘l, n , and h( } ) H=( } &v+2 ) in the
place of h yields
|
Q_Q
(‘l, n)s |
v1
+
v2
+
h(r) H=(r&v+2 ) db(r)
+|
Q_[0]_0
‘l, n(t, x, 0, y) |
v +01
v2
+
h(r) H=(r&v+2 ) db(r)
+|
Q_Q
f1h(v1) H=(v+1 &v
+
2 ) ‘l, n
|
Q_Q
a(v1 , Dv1) } Dy[h(v1) H=(v+1 &v
+
2 ) ‘l, n].
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Moreover, as v2 is a renormalized solution of (EP)(v02 , f ), according
to (3), we have
|
Q_Q
(‘l, n)t |
v2
v1
+
h(r) H=(v+1 &r
+) db(r)
+|
[0]_0_Q
‘l, n(0, x, s, y) |
v02
v1
+
h(r) H=(v+1 &r
+) db(r)
+|
Q_Q
f2h(v2) H=(v+1 &v
+
2 ) ‘l, n
=|
Q_Q
a(v2 , Dv2) } Dx[h(v2) H=(v+1 &v
+
2 ) ‘ l, n].
Denote I (1)1 , ..., I
(1)
4 , respectively I
(2)
1 , ...I
(2)
4 , the integrals arising in the
preceding two estimates and take the difference of both. As in the local
estimate our aim is to pass to the limit successively in =  0, l   and
n  . We have
lim
=  0
I (2)1 =|
Q_Q
(‘l, n)t sign+0 (v
+
1 &v
+
2 ) |
v2
v1
+
h(r) db(r)
=|
Q_Q
(‘l, n)t sign+0 (v
+
1 &v
+
2 ) |
v2
+
v1
+
h(r) db(r)
+|
[v1>0] & [v2<0]
(‘l, n)t |
v2
0
h(r) db(r),
hence
I1 :=lim
=  0
[I (1)1 &I
(2)
1 ]=|
Q_Q
‘t(t, x) *l \n sign+0 (v
+
1 &v
+
2 ) |
v1
+
v2
+
h(r) db(r)
&|
[v1>0] & [v2<0]
(‘l, n)t |
v2
0
h(r) db(r).
Recall that supp *l /]&2l, 0[, hence I (1)2 =0 and
I2 := lim
=  0
[I (1)2 &I
(2)
2 ]
=|
0_]&2l, 0[_0
‘l, n(0, x, s, y) sign+0 (v
+
1 &v
+
02
) |
v1
+
v02
h(r) db(r)
=|
0_]&2l, 0[_0
‘l, n(0, x, s, y) sign+0 (v
+
1 &v
+
02
) |
v1
+
v+02
h(r) db(r)
+|
0_]&2l, 0[_0
‘l, n(0, x, s, y) /[v1>0] & [v02<0] |
0
v02
h(r) db(r).
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As to the third term, we have
I3 := lim
=  0
[I (1)3 &I
(2)
3 ]=|
Q_Q & [v1
+>v2
+]
(h(v1) f1&h(v2) f2) ‘l, n .
Now consider the right-hand side. We have
I (1)4 &I
(2)
4
=|
Q_Q
(h(v1) a(v1 , Dv1)&h(v2) a(v+2 , Dv
+
2 )) } Dx+ y[H=(v1&v
+
2 ) ‘l, n]
+|
Q_Q
‘l, nH=(v1&v+2 )(h$(v1) a(v1 , Dv1) } Dyv1
&h$(v2) a(v+2 , Dv
+
2 )) } Dxv
+
2 )
&|
(Q_Q) & [v2<0]
a(v2 , Dv2) } Dx[h(v2) ‘ l, n] H=(v1)
Using condition (8), we can prove exactly as in the proof of the local
estimate that
lim inf
=  0 |Q_Q (h(v1) a(v1 , Dv1)&h(v2) a(v
+
2 , Dv
+
2 )) } Dx+ y[H=(v1&v
+
2 ) ‘l, n]
|
(Q_Q) & [v1>v2
+]
*l \n(h(v1) a(v1 , Dv1)&h(v2) a(v+2 , Dv
+
2 ))
} Dx‘(t, x)=: I4, 1 .
In the same way it is clear that
lim
=  0 |Q_Q (h$(v1) a(v1 , Dv1) } Dyv1&h$(v2) a(v
+
2 , Dv
+
2 ))
} Dx v+2 ) H=(v1&v
+
2 ) ‘ l, n
=|
(Q_Q) & [v1>v2
+]
‘l, n(h$(v1) a(v1 , Dv1) } Dv1
&h$(v2) a(v+2 , Dv
+
2 )) } Dv
+
2 )=: I4, 2 .
As to the remaining term, note that, by Lemma 3.1, Q & [v2<0] (‘ l, n)t_
v2v02
h(r) db(r)+‘l, nh(v2) f2&a(v2 , Dv2) D[h(v2)‘l, n]0, hence
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&|
(Q_Q) & [v2<0]
a(v2 , Dv2) } Dx[h(v2) ‘l, n] H=(v1)
|
(Q_Q) & [v2<0]
(‘l, n)t |
v2
v02
h(r) db(r)
+‘l, n h(v2) f2&a(v2 , Dv2) } Dx[h(v2) ‘l, n]
&|
(Q_Q) & [v2<0]
H=(v1) h(v2) f2‘l, n
&|
(Q_Q) & [v2<0]
(‘l, n)t |
v2
v02
h(r) db(r) H=(v1)
 =  0 |
(Q_Q) & [v2<0]
(‘l, n)t |
v2
v02
h(r) db(r)
+‘l, n h(v2) f2&a(v2 , Dv2) } Dx[h(v2) ‘l, n]
&|
(Q_Q) & [v2<0] & [v1>0]
h(v2) f2‘l, n
&|
(Q_Q) & [v2<0] & [v1>0]
(‘l, n)t |
v2
v02
h(r) db(r)
=: I4, 3+I4, 4+I4, 5 .
Putting on the left-hand side of our inequality I4, 4 and I4, 5 , we may now
pass to the limit with l, n  . Consider first J1 :=I1+I2+I4, 5 . We have
J1=|
Q_Q
‘t(t, x) *l \n sign+0 (v
+
1 &v
+
2 ) |
v1
+
v2
+
h(r) db(r)
+|
0_]&2l, 0[_0
‘(0, x) *l (&s) \n(x& y) sign+0 (v
+
1 &v
+
02
) |
v1
+
v +02
h(r) db(r).
Let us introduce the function
,l, n(x, s, y)=‘(0, x) \n(x&y) |
T
s
*l (&r) dr
=‘(0, x) \n(x& y) |
2l
inf(s, 2l )
*l (&r) dr.
Note that, for any x # 0, (s, y) [ ,l, n(x, s, y) # D([0, T[_RN ), and as v1
is a renormalized solution, according to Lemma 3.1, we have
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|
0_]&2l, 0[_0
‘(0, x) *l (&s) \n(x&y) sign+0 (v
+
1 &v
+
02
) |
v1
+
v+02
h(r) db(r)
=&|
0_]&2l, 0[_0
(,l, n)s sign+0 (v
+
1 &v
+
02
) |
v1
+
v +02
h(r) db(r)
|
0_0
,l, n(x, 0, y) sign+0 (v
+
01
&v+02 ) |
v+01
v+02
h(r) db(r)
+|
0_]&2l, 0[_0
sign+0 (v1&v
+
02
) h(v1) f1 ,l, n(x, s, y)
&|
0_]&2l, 0[_0
sign+0 (v1&v
+
02
)[(h(v1) a(v1 , Dv1)
&h(v+02 ) a(v
+
02
, 0)) } Dy ,l, n+h$(v1) a(v1 , Dv1) } Dv1 ,l, n].
It is clear that the last two integrals on the right tend to 0 if l  .
Moreover, note that ,l, n(x, 0, y)=‘(0, x) \n(x& y) and thus the first
integral on the right converges to 0 ‘(0, x) sign+0 (v
+
01
&v+02 ) 
v+01
v+
02
h(r) db(r)
as n  . Consequently
lim inf
l, n  
J1|
Q
‘t sign+0 (v
+
1 &v
+
2 ) |
v1
+
v2
+
h(r) db(r)
+|
0
‘(0, x) sign+0 (v
+
01
&v+02 ) |
v+01
v +02
h(r) db(r).
Next consider
J2 :=I3+I4, 4=|
[v1>v 2
+]
‘l, n[h(v+1 ) f1&(1&sign
+
0 (&v2)) h(v2) f2]
=|
[v1>v2
+]
‘l, n sign+0 (v1)[h(v
+
1 ) f1&(1&sign
+
0 (&v2)) h(v2) f2].
Argueing as in the proof of Proposition 3.3 we obtain
lim sup
l, n  
J2|
Q
‘}+ sign+0 (v1)(h(v1) f1&(1&sign
+
0 (&v2)) h(v2) f2)
with }+ # sign+(v+1 &v
+
2 ). It remains to consider the right-hand side.
Obviously
lim
l, n  
I4, 1+I4, 2=|
Q & [v1>v2
+]
(h(v1) a(v1 , Dv1)&h(v2) a(v+2 , Dv
+
2 )) } D‘
+‘(h$(v1) a(v1 , Dv1) } Dv1&h$(v2) a(v+2 , Dv
+
2 )) } Dv
+
2 )
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as l, n  . Moreover, we have (see (23))
I4, 3=|
Q & [v2<0]
(‘ n)t |
v2
v02
h(r) db(r)
+‘ nh(v2) f2&a(v2 , Dv2) } Dx[h(v2) ‘ n] dx dt.
By Lemma 3.1, the functional L: D([0, T[_RN )  R defined by
‘ [ |
Q & [v2<0]
‘t |
v2
v02
h(r) db(r)+‘h(v2) f2&a(v2 , Dv2)) } Dx[h(v2)‘]
is monotone decreasing. By (24) we have L(‘)L(‘ n)L(‘ m)0 and
thus L(‘ n)(=I4, 3) converges as n  . Combining the preceding estimates
yields
|
Q
‘t sign+0 (v
+
1 &v
+
2 ) |
v1
+
v2
+
h(r) db(r)
+|
0
‘(0, x) sign+0 (v
+
01
&v+02 ) |
v +01
v +02
h(r) db(r)
+|
Q
‘}+ sign+0 (v1)(h(v1) f1&(1&sign
+
0 (&v2)) h(v2) f2)
|
Q & [v1>v2
+]
(h(v1) a(v1 , Dv1)&h(v2) a(v+2 , Dv
+
2 )) } D‘
+‘(h$(v1) a(v1 , Dv1) } Dv1&h$(v2) a(v+2 , Dv
+
2 )) } Dv
+
2 )
+ lim
n   |Q & [v2<0] (‘
 n)t |
v2
v02
h(r) db(r)
+h(v2) f2 ‘ n&a(v2 , Dv2) } D[h(v2) ‘ n] dx dt.
Recall that, if v is a renormalized solution of (EP)(v0 , f ), &v is a renor-
malized solution of the elliptic-parabolic problem with b being replaced by
b (r)=&b(&r), a by a~ (r, !)=&a(&r, &!) and data &v0 , &f. Thus
changing v1 to &v2 , v2 to &v1 , v01 to &v02 , v02 to &v01 , f1 to & f2 , f2 to
&f1 , using the same arguments as above, we obtain the existence of }& #
sign+(v&2 &v
&
1 ) such that
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|
Q
‘t sign+0 (v
&
2 &v
&
1 ) |
&v1
&
&v2
&
h(r) db(r)
+|
0
‘(0, x) sign+0 (v
&
02
&v&01 ) |
&v&01
&v&02
h(r) db(r)
+|
Q
‘}& sign+0 (v
&
2 )(h(v1)(1&sign
+
0 (v
+
1 )) f1&h(v2) f2)
|
Q & [v2
&>v1
&]
(h(v1) a(&v&1 , &Dv
&
1 ))&h(v2) a(v2 , Dv2) } D‘
+‘(h$(v1) a(&v&1 , &Dv
&
1 ) } Dv1&h$(v2) a(v2 , Dv2)) } Dv2
& lim
n   |Q & [v1>0] (‘
 n)t |
v1
v01
h(r) db(r)+h(v1) f1‘ n&a(v1 , Dv1)
} D[h(v1) ‘ n] dx dt.
As }=(1&sign+0 (v
+
1 )) sign
+
0 (&v2) }&+sign
+
0 (v
+
1 ) }+=(1&sign
+
0 (&v2))
_sign+0 (v1) }++sign
+
0 (&v2) }& # sign
+(v1&v2), taking the sum of the
preceding two inequalities yields
|
Q
‘t sign+0 (v1&v2) |
v1
v2
h(r) db(r)+|
0
‘(0, x) sign+0 (v01&v02 ) |
v01
v02
h(r) db(r)
+|
Q
‘}(h(v1) f1&h(v2) f2)
&|
Q & [v1>v2 ]
(h(v1) a(v1 , Dv1)&h(v2) a(v2 , Dv2)) } D‘
&|
Q & [v1>v2 ]
‘(h$(v1) a(v1 , Dv1) } Dv1&h$(v2) a(v2 , Dv2)) } Dv2)
 lim
n   |Q & [v2<0] (‘
 n)t |
v2
v02
h(r) db(r)+h(v2) f2‘ n&a(v2 , Dv2)
} D[h(v2) ‘ n] dx dt
& lim
n   |Q & [v1>0] (‘
 n)t |
v1
v01
h(r) db(r)+h(v1) f1‘ n
&a(v1 , Dv1) } D[h(v1) ‘ n] dx dt (25)
(actually, as in the local estimate (13), we may always assume that
}=/[v1>v2 ]+sign
+
0 ( f1& f2) /[v1=v2]). Now let F: D([0, T[_B)  R be
the functional defined by F(‘)=left-hand side of inequality (25). In terms
of F what remains to be proved is the positivity of F. To this end, note
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that, for any ‘ # D([0, T[_B), _m‘ # D([0, T[_0) for any m # N. Accord-
ing to the local estimate of Proposition 3.3 F(_m‘)0 for all m, hence
F(‘)=F(_m‘)+F((1&_m)‘)F((1&_m)‘) for all m. Consequently, it
is sufficient to show that lim infm   F((1&_m)‘)0. Note that, for n
sufficiently large, _n=1 on supp _m , hence (1&_m) _n=_n&_m and thus,
by (25), we obtain (recall that ‘ n=_n‘)
lim inf
m  
F((1&_m)‘)
 lim
m  
lim
n   |Q & [v2<0] (_n&_m) ‘t |
v2
v02
h(r) db(r)
+(_n&_m) ‘h(v2) f2&a(v2 , Dv2) } D[h(v2)(_n&_m)‘] dx dt
& lim
m  
lim
n   |Q & [v1>0] (_n&_m) ‘t |
v1
v01
h(r) db(r)+(_n&_m) ‘h(v1) f1
&a(v1 , Dv1) } D[h(v1)(_n&_m)‘] dx dt=0
and the proof is complete. K
4. EXTENSIONS AND REMARKS
Using the same arguments as above we can prove a more general result
than Theorem 2.3.
Definition 4.1. A measurable function v: 0  R is a renormalized
subsolution (respectively, renormalized supersolution) of (EP)(v0 , f ) if v
satisfies conditions (i)(iii) of Definition 1.1 with the equality (3) being
replaced by the corresponding inequality
|
Q
‘t |
v
v0
h(r) db(r)+‘h(v) f(resp. ) |
Q
a(v, Dv) } D‘ (26)
satisfied for all non-negative h # C 1c(R) and ‘ # D([0, T[_0).
In generalization of Theorem 2.3 we have the following comparison
result for sub- and supersolutions:
Theorem 4.2. Assume that (H1)(H2) and the additional condition (8)
on a hold. For i=1, 2, let v0i : 0  R be measurable with b(v0i ) # L
1(0),
fi # L1(Q). Let v1 be a renormalized subsolution of (EP)(v01 , f1), v2 a renor-
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malized supersolution of (EP)(v02 , f2). Then there exists } # sign
+(v1&v2)
such that, for a.e. t # (0, T ),
|
0
(b(v1)(t)&b(v2)(t))+|
0
(b(v01)&b(v02))
++|
t
0
|
0
}( f1&f2).
It is left to the reader to check that this result can be proved in the same
way as Theorem 2.3 with the exception that, for subsupersolutions, we
cannot apply the ‘‘integration-by-parts-formula,’’ Lemma 1.4. This difficulty
is easily overcome by using the following more general
Lemma 4.3. Let b: R  R be continuous and non-decreasing with
b(0)=0, v # L p(0, T ; W 1, p0 (0)) with b(v) # L
1(Q), v0 : 0  R with b(v0) #
L1(0). Let G # L p$(0, T ; W &1, p$(0))+L1(Q) and suppose that
|
Q
!t(b(v)&b(v0))(resp. )|
T
0
(G, !) dt (27)
for all non-negative ! # D([0, T[_0). Then
|
Q
!t |
v
v0
h(r) db(r)(resp. ) |
T
0
(G, h(v)!) dt (28)
for all non-negative h # W1, (R) and ! # D([0, T[_RN) such that h(v)! #
L p(0, T; W 1, p0 (0)).
A proof is given in the Appendix (see also [19]). Let us also mention
other directions of possible extensions of our results. Note that results and
proofs remain unchanged if the vector field a was allowed to depend on the
time variable t as well. As to a possible dependance of a on the space
variable x, the situation is more complicated. Consider a Caratheodory
vector field a: Q_R_RN  RN, i.e., (t, x) [ a(t, x, r, !) is measurable for
all (r, !) # R_RN, (r, !) [ a(t, x, r, !) is continuous for a.e. (t, x) # Q and
assume that a satisfies a growth condition
|a(t, x, r, !)| p$C1(t, x, |r| )+C2( |r| )(1+|!| p), (29)
where C1 : Q_R+  R+ is Caratheodory, non-decreasing in r # R+ with
C1( } , } , r) # L1(Q) for all r>0, C2 : R+  R+ is non-decreasing. Assume,
moreover, that a satisfies the condition
(a(t, x, r, !)&a({, y, s, ’))(!&’)+C(t, x, {, y, r, s)(1+|!| p+|’| p) |r&s|
(a0(t, x, !)&a0({, y, ’))(!&’)+1(t, x, {, y, r, s)!+1 (t, x, {, y, r, s)’
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with a0 : Q_RN  RN a Caratheodory vector field, monotone in ! # RN,
satisfying an appropriate growth condition as (29), C: Q_Q_R2  R+ a
Caratheodory function, monotone in (r, s) # R_R with C( } , } , } , } , r, s) #
L(Q_Q) for all r, s and 1, 1 : Q_Q_R2  RN Caratheodory vector
fields. If, moreover, we assume that
divxa0(t, x, 0)=0 for a.e. t # (0, T ) (30)
and
divx a(t, x, r, 0)=0 for all r # R, a.e. t # (0, T ), (31)
then it is possible to adapt the proof of Theorem 2.3 and we can show that
the result of Theorem 2.3 (respectively Theorem 4.2) still holds. Condition
(30) is essentially equivalent to the fact that the right hand side f is
assumed to belong to L1(Q) (and not L1(Q)+L p$(0, T ; W&1, p$(0))).
However, condition (31) is a severe restriction which we suspect to be non
necessary. If, for example, a is of the form a=a0(r, !)+P(t, x) f (r) with a0
satisfying (8) and P: Q  RN measurable, f : R  R continuous, then (31)
implies divx P=0. While there are interesting examples where this condi-
tion is satisfied (e.g., P(t, x)={x p(t, x) a vector field of gradients of
pressure satisfying 2x p=0 which is the case considered in [13, 16]), there
are cases where this condition is not satisfied, but, nevertheless, uniqueness
of solutions is expected to hold (cf. [2]).
Finally let us remark on the possibility of considering different boundary
conditions as well as the Cauchy problem associated with the equation
b(v)t=div a(v, Dv)+f on the whole of RN. This will be considered in detail
elsewhere.
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Note first that |vv0 h(r) db(r)|&h& |b(v)&b(v0)|,
hence vv0 h(r) db(r) # L
1(Q) and, in (28), each term is well-defined. Next,
note that, if v satisfies one of the inequalities in (27), then &v satisfies the
other with b, v0 , G being replaced by b (r)=&b(&r), v~ 0=&v0 and
G =&G, respectively. Therefore it will be sufficient to prove one of the two
inequalities. So let us assume that Q !t(b(v)&b(v0))T0 (G, !) dt for all
non-negative ! # D([0, T[_0) (hence, by approximation, for all non-
negative ! # W1, (Q) & L p(0, T; W 1, p0 (0)) with !(T)=0).
For the time being assume that h is non-decreasing. Let h : R 
]&, ] be defined by h(r)=r0 h b (b
&1)0(s) ds for r # R(b), h(r)=
+ otherwise, where, as usual, for any monotone graph ;/R_R with
;(0)=0, for any s # R, ;0(s) denotes the element of minimal absolute value
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of ;(s). Note that h is a proper, l.s.c. convex function, h b b&1/h ,
i.e., h(s) # h(b(s)) for any s # R and (b(r))=b(r)0 h b (b
&1)0 (s) ds=
r0 h(s) db(s). It is clear that 
r^
r h(s) db(s)=h(b(r^))&h(b(r))h(r^)_
(b( r^)&b(r)) for any r, r^ # R. Consequently, for any ’>0 and almost every
t>0,
(b(v(t))&b(v(t&’))) h(v(t))|
v(t)
v(t&’)
h(r) db(r), (32)
(b(v(t))&b(v(t&’))) h(v(t&’))|
v(t)
v(t&’)
h(r) db(r) (33)
almost everywhere in 0 where, for t<0, v(t)=v0 . Let ! # D(]&, T[_RN),
!0 with h(v)! # L p(0, T; W 1, p0 (0)) and let ‘=h(v)!. Note that, for any
’>0, the function ‘’(t)=1’ t+’t ‘(s) ds # W
1, (Q) & L p(0, T ; W 1, p0 (0)),
‘’(T)=0, and thus ‘’ is an admissible testfunction in (27). According to (32),
using partial summation as in [1, 19], we find
|
T
0
(G, ‘’) dt|
Q
(‘’)t (b(v(t))&b(v0))
=|
Q
1
’
(‘(t+’)&‘(t))(b(v(t))&b(v0))
=|
Q
1
’
(b(v(t&’))&b(v(t))) ‘(t)
=|
Q
1
’
(b(v(t&’))&b(v(t)) h(v(t)) !(t)
|
Q
!(t)
1
’ |
v(t&’)
v(t)
h(r) db(r)
=|
Q
|
v(t)
v0
h(r) db(r)
1
’
(!(t+’)&!(t)).
As ‘’  ‘=h(v)! a.e. on Q and in L p(0, T ; W 1, p0 (0)) and, moreover,
remains uniformly bounded as ’  0, passing to the limit with ’  0 in the
preceding inequality yields (28). Now suppose that h is non-increasing. Let
v0n # W 1, p0 (0) with b(v0n)  b(v0) in L
1(0) as n   and let n be fixed in
the following. Using the same arguments as above (use (33) for h =&h(r))
yields
(b(v(t))&b(v(t&’))) h(v(t&’))|
v(t)
v(t&’)
h(r) db(r) (34)
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for a.e. t>0, for any ’>0, where, this time, for t<0, we define v(t)=v0n .
Let ‘ =h(v)!. Note that, if h(0){0, then the assumption h(v)! #
L p(0, T; W 1, p0 (0)) implies that ! # L
p(0, T; W 1, p0 (0)). Consequently, in this
case, we may assume that ! # L p(&T, T; W 1, p0 (0)). As a consequence, for
any ’>0, the function ‘ ’(t)=1’  tt&’ ‘ (s) ds belongs to W
1, (Q) &
L p(0, T; W 1, p0 (0)), ‘
’(T)=0, hence ‘ ’ is admissible in (27). According to
(34), using similar rearrangements as above, for ’ sufficiently small, we find
|
T
0
(G, ‘ ’) dt|
Q
(‘ ’)t (b(v(t))&b(v0))
=|
Q
1
’
(‘ (t)&‘ (t&’))(b(v(t))&b(v0))
=|
T
0
|
0
1
’
(b(v(t&’))&b(v(t))) ‘ (t&’)
&
1
’ |
’
0
|
0
‘ (t&’)(b(v0n)&b(v0))
|
Q
1
’
!(t&’) |
v(t&’)
v(t)
h(r) db(r)
&
1
’ |
0
&’
|
0
!(t) h(v0n)(b(v0n)&b(v0))
=|
Q
1
’
(!(t)&!(t&’)) |
v(t)
v0
h(r) db(r)
+
1
’ |
0
&’
|
0
!(t) |
v0n
v0
h(r) db(r)
&
1
’ |
0
&’
|
0
!(t) h(v0n)(b(v0n)&b(v0)).
Note that
1
’ |
0
&’
|
0
!(t) |
v0n
v0
h(r) db(r)=|
0
!(0) |
v0n
v0
h(r) db(r)
+
1
’ |
0
&’
|
0
(!(t)&!(0)) |
v0n
v0
h(r) db(r),
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and the last integral converges to 0 as ’  0. In the same way we have
1
’ |
0
&’
|
0
!(t) h(v0n)(b(v0n)&b(v0))
=|
0
!(0) h(v0n)(b(v0n)&b(v0))
+
1
’ |
0
&’
|
0
(!(t)&!(0)) h(v0n)(b(v0n)&b(v0)),
where again the last integral converges to 0 as ’  0. Combining the last
three estimates, using the fact that ‘ ’  h(v)! a.e. and in L p(0, T; W 1, p0 (0))
and remains uniformly bounded as ’  0, we obtain
|
T
0
(G, h(v)!) dt|
Q
!t |
v
v0
h(r) db(r)+|
0
!(0) |
v0n
v0
h(r) db(r)
&|
0
!(0) h(v0n)(b(v0n)&b(v0)).
As n is arbitrary, b(v0n)  b(v0) in L1(0) and |
v0n
v0
h(r) db(r)|sup |h|_
|b(v0n)&b(v0)|, passing to the limit with n   in the preceding inequality
yields (28) in the case h is non-increasing. It follows that (28) is satisfied
for any h=h1_h2 with h1 , h2 monotone; indeed, it is sufficient to apply the
preceding result for monotone functions two times: first with v, b and G for
h1 , then with v, Bh1(r)=
r
0 h1(r) db(r) and Gh1(v) for h2 . As any h # W
1, (R)
may be approximated by convex combinations of these ‘‘product’’ functions,
the assertion of the lemma follows. K
Proof of Lemma 1.4. This result is actually a simple consequence of
Lemma 4.2. Indeed, according to the assumptions, v satisfies both inequalities
in (27) with G=&b(v)t and, therefore, by the result of Lemma 4.2, we obtain
an equality in (28) in the case of non-negative h # W1, (R), ! # D([0, T[
_RN), hence by approximation for all non-negative ! # W 1, (Q) with
!(T )=0 and h(v)! # L p(0, T; W 1, p0 (0)). Due to the linearity in h and ‘ the
assertion of Lemma 1.4 follows. K
It remains to give the
Proof of Proposition 1.3. (i) Let v be a weak solution of (EP). In par-
ticular, b(v)t=div a(v, Dv)+f in D$(Q), and thus b(v)t # L p$(0, T; W&1, p$(0))
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+L1(Q). Moreover, b(v)(0, } )=b(v0) in D$(0). Then, for h # C 1c(R),
! # D([0, T[_0), by Lemma 1.4,
|
T
0
|
0
!t |
v
v0
h(r) db(r)=&|
T
0
(b(v)t (t), !(t) h(v(t))) dt
=|| a(v, Dv) } D(h(v)!)& fh(v)!,
where ( } , } ) denotes the duality pairing between W&1, p$(0)+L1(0) and
W1, p0 (0) & L
(0). Next, for n # N, let Tn+1, n=Tn+1&Tn . Again by
Lemma 1.4, we obtain
|
0
|
v(t)
v0
Tn+1, n(r) db(r)=|
T
0
(b(v)t (t), Tn+1, n(v(t))) dt
=||
Q & [n<|v| <n+1]
a(v, Dv) } Dv&||
Q
fTn+1, n(v)
=||
Q & [n<|v| <n+1]
(a(v, Dv)&a(v, 0)) } Dv
+||
Q & [n<|v| <n+1]
a(v, 0) } Dv&||
Q
fTn+1, n(v).
(35)
As |vv0 Tn+1, n(r) db(r)||b(v)&b(v0)| # L
1(Q) and vv0 Tn+1, n(r) db(r)  0
a.e. on Q as n  , by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, the
integral on the left of (35) converges to 0 as n  . Obviously, the same
holds for the last integral on the right. Moreover, Q & [n<|v|<n+1] a(v, 0) }
Dv=Q div Tn+1(v)0 a(r, 0) /[ |r| >n] dr=0. As a consequence, (4) holds and
v is renormalized solution.
Conversely, assume that v is a renormalized solution. Applying (3) with
h(v)=H(n+1&|v| ) where H # C(R), H$0, H=0 on ]&, 0], H=1
on [1, [, we obtain (2) at the limit as n   since
|
v
v0
H(n+1&|r| ) db(r)  b(v)&b(v0) in L1(Q),
D(!H(n+1&|v| ))  D! in L p(Q)N.
Hence v is a weak solution of (EP).
(ii) Due to the growth condition (1) and the definition of a renor-
malized solution, (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i). K
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